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Fourth joint meeting on statistics of education (Geneva, 21-24 September 1982) 

The meeting is convened jointly by the Conference of European Statisticians 
and UNESCO. It will consider the following topics: standardization and interna
tional comparability of statistics of education; social indicators in the field of 
education; and individual data systems in the field of education. The meeting will 
also identify priority areas for further work on education statistics. 

Meeting on frameworks for environment statistics (Geneva, 4-7 October 1982) 

The meeting will primarily discuss approaches to natural resource accounting, 
the relationship between frameworks for environment statistics and reports about 
the state of the environment, the linkage between systems of national accounts 
and balances and environment statistics. Furthermore, a comparative survey of 
national compendia of environment statistics is on the agenda for the meeting. 
Finally, the meeting will consider the scope and coverage of the work area on 
environment and related statistics as a whole. 

Meeting on the revision of ISle (Geneva, 29 November-3 December 1982) 

The meeting will discuss proposals for the third version of the United Nations 
International Standard Industrial Classification of all Economic Activities (ISIC). 
The discussion will be based on the draft new version of the ISle. Particular 
attention will be paid to the linkage between ISIC and the Standard International 
Trade Classification (SITC). 

Meeting on energy statistics (Geneva, 13-15 December 1982) 

The development of a draft standard international classification of energy, 
concepts and classifications needed for energy statistics in terms of energy 
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requirements by use, and concepts and classifications of internationally compara
ble energy price indices are on the agenda for the meeting. The meeting is 
supposed to determine the starting points for the Conference's future work on 
these three topics. 


